
February 2, 2023

Senate Committee on Energy and Environment
Oregon State Capitol
900 Court St. NE
Salem Oregon 97301

Re: SB 64 - Neutral

Dear Chair Sollman, Vice-Chair Findley, and Members of the Committee,

Climate Solutions is a regional non-profit working to accelerate clean energy solutions to the
climate crisis. We appreciate the legislative dialogue sparked by SB 64 and offer the following
perspectives.

With batteries taking on a larger role in the transition to our clean energy future, it is of great
importance to ensure that sustainable second life and end of life strategies are understood and
implemented. Powering our economy with 100% clean electricity from wind and solar is a key
part of how we get off fossil fuels and cut climate and air pollution. Batteries provide the ability to
store wind energy when the wind is blowing and solar energy when the sun is shining, and then
deploy that renewable energy when there’s no wind or the sun goes down. Rechargeable
batteries for cars, trucks and buses similarly can be charged up and run on clean electricity
instead of gasoline or diesel.

About 10% of the world’s cobalt supply is currently being used for batteries to power EVs. In
contrast, roughly 30% of all cobalt mined is used for consumer electronics like cell phones and
laptops that use rechargeable lithium-ion batteries. With new federal and state investments
pointing to the future of transportation being electric, EV production is ramping up. The EV
battery supply chain needs improvements to ensure batteries are sustainably sourced to begin
with and to ensure the end-of-life supply chain repurposes batteries for energy storage and
recycles batteries to reuse raw materials.

On the front end of making more sustainable batteries, research is being done around the globe
to figure out how to move past lithium-ion batteries to next generation batteries that don’t require
precious metals like cobalt and lithium. There are already some companies and projects starting
to do so already. For instance, Xcel Energy recently announced plans to build a 10 MW battery
storage system in Colorado using an iron-air technology that replaces the need for precious
metals. Similarly, here in Oregon, ESS Inc. in Wilsonville makes long duration iron-flow batteries
that use water and salt instead of rare earth metals. New technologies and research projects
that will help accelerate the clean energy transition are underway, such as the research being
conducted at Oregon State University to develop a new battery that reduces the need for rare
earth metals like lithium. There are many exciting new opportunities like this on the horizon,

https://coloradosun.com/2023/01/27/xcel-energy-renewable-battery-storage-pueblo-comanche-form-energy/
https://www.yahoo.com/now/ess-inc-deliver-long-duration-130000285.html?guccounter=1&guce_referrer=aHR0cHM6Ly93d3cuZ29vZ2xlLmNvbS8&guce_referrer_sig=AQAAALauThnIX85-g9yY0lVYml0cQaD--WCVyo3S8RsYZW0sB68WyRIfaHXuJnGd7BEo_vJ8LQ9trzcpkzN87JqTuQnDZbHFtzKLnwGUmgHMSC6Kh3h3lm4YKHdEmkbO7azEw-mPYLprRt_Vp2t5KTHpgMK8WBwn05STWW6G0OrAOWG5
https://www.opb.org/article/2022/11/11/oregon-state-university-plans-to-develop-a-battery-that-would-not-rely-on-rare-minerals/


presenting another way that Oregon is leading and will benefit in the clean energy transition
underway.

With a focus on sustainable second life, and end of life strategies for batteries, there have also
been a variety of projects that benefit from the growing market for reuse of used lithium-ion
batteries. When batteries need to be replaced in vehicles, they still hold a significant charge that
can be repurposed for other forms of energy storage. We believe reuse should be prioritized
over recycling as the first step for used batteries and suggest that opportunities for reuse of
used batteries should also be included in any study of what to do with used lithium-ion
batteries.

Thank you for your consideration of these comments.

Sincerely,

Victoria Paykar
Oregon Transportation Policy Manager


